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The source
GEORGIE GORDON
l MASTERS OF CHANGE
Online retailer My Chameleon has just launched MC Gallery, an initiative to
support local and international artists through a carefully curated selection of
original works. Brian de Graft is a German artist based in the Netherlands
who creates collages by giving existing imagery new life. Blue Plant Yellow Pot
by B D Graft, $600, MC Gallery, mychameleon.com.au

PLANTER-BASED k
The inspiration for Nola’s cacti planter
comes from Frida Kahlo. The artist
used cacti throughout her home and
garden to create a living barrier
between spaces. The planters were
designed to mimic the shape of cacti,
however they are suitable for any
plants, the trellis making them ideal for
vines. Cacti Planter, $4775, Nola,
kﬁve.com.au

m ON THE WALL

FLORAL FINERY k
Fashion and homewares label La
DoubleJ was founded by ex-Wallpaper
magazine fashion editor JJ Martin.
Floral pattern and vibrants prints are
typical of the brand and these pretty
plates, made in collaboration with
ﬁne Italian porcelain company
Ancap, are no exception. Stella
Alpina Dessert Plate Set, $160 for
2, La DoubleJ, matchesfashion.com

SHARP IDEA k
Drew the Pencil Lamp is
design studio Michael &
George’s homage to the
humble writing tool. Made
of solid wood and polished
brass the light balances, as
if being held. The cord can
be displayed and easily
manipulated to emulate a
scribble on the surface of
which it sits. Drew the
Pencil Lamp, $299,
Michael & George,
michaelandgeorge.com

WOOLLY THINKINGk
Marta Figueiredo of
Figgoscope Curates works with
emerging Portuguese
designers and artisans to
create beautiful objects and
custom pieces for the home
including ceramics, rugs and
furniture. This throw by Burel
Factory is made from a dense
wool using a weaving process
native to Portugal’s north.
Mantecas Throw, $350,
Figgoscope Curates,
ﬁggoscope-curates.com

BarsbyAuctions

Melbourne-based artist Bobby Clark has
partnered with Spanish company Coordonne on a
wallpaper collection featuring her signature bold
geometric shapes. The exciting collaboration is
part of Coordonne’s 40th anniversary
celebrations which saw them commission
inﬂuential artists from around the world. Shape
Study Wallpaper, From $299, Bobby Clark X
Coordonne, wallpaper.vervedc.com

TASTE OF THE LAND k
New from Larrikin Gin is Sunburnt
Country, a complex gin with a
distinctly Australian ﬂavour
derived from 10 native
botanicals. The gin is produced at
boutique distillery Kilderkin in
Ballarat using natural ingredients
including Kakadu plum from the
Northern Territory and
strawberry gum from NSW’s
Northern Tablelands. Sunburnt
Country Gin (700ml), $100,
Larrikin Gin, larrikingin.com.au
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